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PSR Token Tranches

Token Symbol

$PSR 

Total Supply

10.000.000

Tokens Being Offered in Public Sale

300.000

Percentage Being Offered in Public Sale

3% OF TOTAL

Public Sale Price

US$ 2.4

Public Sale Slots

1440 - 2400
 

Hard Cap

US$ 720.000
 Allocation

US$ 300 – 500

Pandora IDO Launch System

Problem
Conventional DEXs often
incentivize mainly farmers and 
lack rewards for traders. 
DEXs that do not adequately 
incentivize traders will eventually 
lose them to another protocol. 
The withdrawal of traders will 
then cause a decrease in token 
swap rates, which will, in turn, 
lead to fewer rewards for farmers. 
Farmers would also leave the  
platform over time because the 
rewards they earn are not enticing 
enough to keep them on board.

Unless we can solve this problem: 
Conventional DEXs face an 
irreversible path towards failure 
due to the inevitable decline of 
popularity over time.

Solution
What is needed is to build a 
better incentive structure for 
all users. Pandora's inclusive 
reward system offers traders 
and farmers sustainable 
income and multiple benefits 
in an attempt to maintain high 
user retention rates. Pandora 
attracts users and keeps them 
engaged by gamifying its 
protocol. Pandora creates a 
user-centered decentralized 
ecosystem where all participants 
are properly incentivized and 
empowered to make decisions 
on governance.

Build protocol

Swap tokens

Pay swap fees
Earn token rewards for every transaction made

Have a chance of winning huge jackpots

Provide liquidity

Earn token rewards 

Own NFTs

Stake NFTs

Earn a portion of the protocol's revenues

Have a chance of winning huge jackpots

Have voting rights

Developers Yield
Farmers

NFT 
Farmers

Traders

Pandora

Stay Up to Date on the Project

Pandora Spirit (PSR) Tokenomics

Total Supply
10.000.000
 
Mining Mechanism 
100% pre-mined

Public Sale

Community Development & Rewards

Protocol Growth & Partnership Development

Ecosystem Fund

Jackpot

Liquidity

Pandorium (PAN) Tokenomics

Total Supply
Mining Mechanism
Emission/Block 

Unlimited (might be adjusted)
Fixed emission rate
25 PAN

33%

33%

24%

10%

PSR Staking Pool Rewards

Operating Fund Trade Mining Incentives 

Farming Rewards 

Team

15%15%

15%

32%10%

10%
3%
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Pandora is a next-gen decentralized 
ecosystem with a dual-token model 
and an inclusive incentive structure
for traders and farmers.

Banking on AMM, GameFi, and multitasking NFTs, 
Pandora enables a holistic and disruptive 
decentralized PandoVerse that will transform the 
way people engage with DeFi, not just financially 
but also emotionally.

About The Project 
An Unparalleled 
Approach to DeFi 

PANDOVERSE

NFT
GAMES

GAMIFIED
DEX

PANDORA

Pandora IDO 
launchpad, incubator, 
and investor network
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Appraisal
Pandora Investment 
Committee

Nurture
Pandora Incubation Hub

Buzz
Pandora Info Hub

Launch
Pandora IDO Launchpad
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Why Pandora?

Pandora's improved 
DEX model enables 

an all-encompassing 
incentive structure for 

everyone involved.

The multifunctional 
governance token PSR 

ensures capital gains and 
earnings stability for token 
holders through a diverse 
set of use cases as well as 

its deflationary and 
anti-dumping tokenomics.

Pandora implements 
a one-of-a-kind trade 
mining system in the 

DeFi space that enables 
traders to earn rewards 

for every transaction made. 

Pandora’s inventive 
DEX joint-ownership 

scheme allows NFT 
holders to co-own the 
protocol, earn a portion 

of its revenues, and 
make crucial decisions 

about protocol changes.

The unique decentralized 
jackpot system 

introduced by Pandora 
makes for an engaging 
and rewarding DeFi

experience for all users.

Innovative & 
Inclusive DEX Model

Secure Store 
of Value

Earn While 
You Trade

Profit from 
Owning NFTs

Make a Fortune 
with Zero Risk

AUDITED BY

PSR Burn

$PSR paid for staking slots

$PSR paid for upgrading DroidBots

The burning mechanism of PSR ensures that as more users join 
the protocol, fewer PRS tokens will exist in circulation.

$PSR required for participating in IDOs

$PSR paid for crafting PandoBoxes

Roadmap

Global marketing campaign

Testnet completion

Smart contract audit

Protocol Launch

Strategic partnerships

IDO Launchpad 

Adjustments to the protocol based 
on community voting

Listing as an exchange on
CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

2022

2022 2022

2022
Governance and voting system

Decentralized incubator for DeFi,
GameFi, NFT & Metaverse projects

Extra smart contract audits

Listing on major crypto exchanges

https://news.pandora.digital/
https://twitter.com/Pandora_DEX
https://docs.pandora.digital/home/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GI0rBDjqysTOAISZBFr_T-R0Vu7gNsZo/view
https://partner.pandora.digital
https://t.me/PandoraCommunity



